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1. Introduction1. Introduction

It is an interesting challenge to formulate gravitational
interaction in a way consistent with quantum mechanics.

• Current status of supergravity

Pure gravity is UV finite at 1-loop, since the counter term
is  given by Gauss-Bonnet one.

~ total derivative

At 2-loop, however, there appear            counter terms,
which are UV divergent.

t’Hooft, Veltman

Supersymmetry has been studied to remove UV divergence.
Maximal supergravity is N=8 in D=4.

Is N=8 supergravity UV finite?

At least there are     terms at 3-loop.

32 super charges



• UV divergence in N=8 supergravity

From 2-loop calculation, it was speculated on the critical
dimension which contains UV divergence at L-loop.

Bern et al.(1998)

Explicit 3-loop calculation, however, tells us that
for           . This critical dimension is the same as that of
N=4 super Yang-Mills theory.

If this is true, we have D=4 UV finite point particle
theory of gravity.

Bern et al.(2007)



• How to calculate?

Three key techniques:

1. Perturbative QCD calculation (spinor helicity formalism)

2. Cut construction method

3. Kawai-Lewellen-Tye relation (KLT)

By using these, we can calculate loop amplitudes of gravity.

gravity YM            YM
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2. Spinor Helicity Formalism2. Spinor Helicity Formalism
    and Cut Construction Method    and Cut Construction Method

First let us calculate 4-point gluon amplitude in N=4 SYM by
employing spinor helicity formalism.

In this formalism, color factors are separated, and gluon
polarization vector is expressed by spinors.

Notations are as follows:
: massless on shell spinor with helicity

   is called a reference momentum and can be chosen arbitrarily.



Following relations are useful and make calculations simple.

From these,

Maximally Helicity Violating (MHV) amplitude is

Gauge transformation is realized by a shift of reference momentum.
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• Tree level 4 gluon MHV amplitude



• 1-Loop 4 gluon amplitude by cut construction method

Loop amplitudes can be constructed via unitarity.

1

2

4

3
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A product of tree level amplitudes is given by



1-loop 4 gluon amplitude is given by

Combining t-channel cut, the amplitude becomes



• 2-loop 4pt in N=4 SYM
Bern, Rozowsky, Yan

Bern, Dixon, Dunbar,
Perelstein, Rozowsky

2 loop amplitude is constructed by cutting tree and 1-loop.

UV divergence arises in 7 dimensions

Rung rule



• Estimation of UV divergences by rung rule

Let us evaluate L-loop diagram by using rung rule

Critical dimension for N=4 SYM is given by



Here we see that 3pt interaction of gravitons in supergravity
is really obtained by 3pt interaction of superstrings.

3pt amplitude in closed string theory is equal to the
tensor product of two 3pt amplitudes in open string
theory. (KLT relation)

3. KLT Relation at 3 and 4 points Interactions3. KLT Relation at 3 and 4 points Interactions



When group factors are included, this expression corresponds
to the interaction term in Yang-Mills theory.

Generator of rotation in (x^1,…,x^8)

• 3 gluon amplitude



In the last line, graviton        is identified with symmetric
traceless part of

This correctly reproduce 3 point interaction in Einstein-Hilbert
action.

• 3 graviton amplitude



In the low energy limit :

Open string Closed string

(Super Yang-Mills)^2 Supergravity

^2

^2

Since we are considering maximally supersymmetric case,
the above statement becomes

N=4 N=8

GravityGauge Theory

• KLT Relation (Tree level) Kawai, Lewellen, Tye



• Tree level 4-point amplitudes

Tree level 4 graviton amplitude is expressed as a ‘‘product’’ of
two tree level 4 point gluon amplitudes.

By using the relation of gamma functions,

we obtain KLT relation (closed)~(open)^2

Low energy
KLT relation makes it possible to calculate gravity amplitudes
by recycling YM amplitudes



4. Loop Calculation and Finiteness in N=84. Loop Calculation and Finiteness in N=8
SUGRASUGRA

• Comparison between YM tree and SUGRA tree

Recall tree level 4pt amplitudes in N=4 SYM.

By using these tree level 4pt amplitude in N=8 SUGRA becomes

The coefficients for graviton amplitudes are squares of the
coefficients for gluon amplitudes.



• 1-loop 4pt amplitudes in N=8 SUGRA

A product of 2 tree level amplitudes is evaluated as

Combining the above expression with the cut construction method,
1-loop 4pt amplitudes are obtained.

Again the coefficients for graviton amplitudes are squares of the
coefficients for gluon amplitudes.

Green, Schwarz, Brink



• 2-loop 4pt in N=8 SUGRA
Bern, Rozowsky, Yan

Bern, Dixon, Dunbar,
Perelstein, Rozowsky

2-loop 4pt amplitudes for N=8 SUGRA can be obtained by
squaring the SYM factor

UV divergence arises in 7 dimensions

Rung rule



• Estimation of UV divergences in N=8 SUGRA
by rung rule

Let us evaluate L-loop diagram

Critical dimension for N=8 SUGRA is given by



• 3-loop calculation tells …

4pt graviton amplitude at 3-loop is divergent in 6 dimension.
This is the same as N=4 SYM. Thus the conjecture is

for N=8 SUGRA.

If this is true, D=4 N=8 SUGRA is UV finite.

From 2 particle cuts construction, we obtain

...

Leading divergence in the right diagram can be cancelled
by non-rung-rule diagram



Calculation of 11 dim. L-loop amplitude is difficult. By using
power counting, however, we can restrict its form. The L-loop
amplitude on a torus which includes            term will be

• 11 dim. L-loop amplitude on a torus

where

derivativessubdivergences

Green, Russo, Vanhove

And following constraints are imposed

5. Non-renormalization Conditions in Type IIA5. Non-renormalization Conditions in Type IIA



By considering the duality between M and IIA,

Effective action in IIA from genus     can be derived

• Higher derivative action in type IIA

Terms which are linear to       survive after decompactification

or

gives

Then we obtain strong conditions.



• Conditions for higher derivative terms in type IIA

h-loop amplitude in type IIA contributes as follows.

1. No contributions to

2.             can be determined by 1-loop in 11 dim.

3.                      are permitted and may arise from
L-loop in 11 dim. (L>1)

Leading term in low energy can be given by



• Dimensional reduction

If the same property holds for lower dimensions, the
leading contributions can be given by

If this is true, UV divergences are absent in dimensions
which satisfy

4 dim. N=8 supergravity seems to be UV finite



6. Higher Derivative Corrections in String Theory6. Higher Derivative Corrections in String Theory

Higher derivative corrections in string theories are
considerably investigated in various ways

• String scattering amplitude
• Non linear sigma model
• Superfield method
• Duality
• Noether’s method        … and so on

For example, corrections which include R^4 terms are obtained
by evaluating scattering amplitudes of 4 external gravitons

Tree One loop



So far the complete form of the eight derivative
action is not known. Known bosonic part (       part) is as
follows.

tree

loop



Tree level 1-loop

sugra pole

This expression is obtained by calculating the on-shell 4
graviton amplitude. Green, Schwarz

Gross,Witten

Gross, Sloan



This expression is obtained by calculating the beta
functions of non-linear sigma model at 4 loop order.

In heterotic SUGRA, the 3-form field strength is defined as

Bianchi id.

By the string-string duality between hetero/T^4 and
IIA/K3,

10 dim. origin of this equation is given by Vafa, Witten

Grisaru, Zanon

const. on K3



Again, known bosonic part (       part) in type IIA is written as

We can obtain a part of the higher derivative corrections
to the N=1, D=11 supergravity by lifting the type IIA
result. Then there are two candidates which will be
invariant under the local supersymmetry

Our goal is to check these forms by local supersymmetry



M-theory is defined as a strong coupling limit of type IIA
superstring theory. Low energy limit is described by 11 dim.
supergravity.

11 dim. supergravity consists of a vielbein, a Majorana gravitino
and 3-form field

M                              IIA

11 dim. SUGRA                   IIA SUGRA

7. 11 dim. Supergravity7. 11 dim. Supergravity



11 dim. SUGRA action is given by Cremmer et al.

This action possesses N=1 local supersymmetry in 11 dimensions.
The susy variations are given by

Here the field strength of the Majorana gravitino is defined
by using modified covariant derivative



In addition to the local supersymmetry, 11 dim. SUGRA
action  preserve the parity invariance.

1. General coordinate inv. and local Lorentz inv.
2. Gauge symmetry
3. N=1 local supersymmetry
4. Parity inv.

M-theory should also be invariant under the above symmetries,
since these are compatible with dualities.



8. Higher Derivative Corrections in M-theory8. Higher Derivative Corrections in M-theory

Since perturbative methods in M-theory are not developed,
it is impossible to obtain higher derivative terms by
evaluating scattering amplitudes of membranes. The best way
to determine this structure is to use the invariance under
local supersymmetry

Noether method + computer programming

Here we mainly concentrate on bosonic terms and consider
cancellation of O(1) and O(F) terms step by step.

O(1)   O(F)   O(F^2)   …

O(  )

O(    )

Variation



Q. How many R^4 terms ?

For example let us consider a term

It is possible to assign a matrix by counting number of
overlapping indices

Inversely the above matrix will generate R^4 term uniquely

Thus it is important to classify possible matrices. There
are 4 matrices up to permutations of 4 Riemann tensors.



Finally 7 independent terms are assigned for these matrices

Q. How many A R^4 terms ?

There are two terms

These are related to the anomaly cancellation terms in hetero



The cancellation mechanism up to O(F) is sketched as

In order to cancel variations of these bosonic terms, it is
necessary to add fermionic terms to the ansatz

Variations of the ansatz are expanded by the following terms

244 Equations among 126 Variables



After miraculous cancellation, the bosonic part is determined as

The first term corresponds to tree level and the second does to
one-loop part in type IIA superstring



The next step is to examine the invariance under local
supersymmetry up to O(F^2)

In order to execute the cancellation to this order, we have
to add

The variations of this ansatz are expanded by



The cancellation mechanism up to O(F^2) is sketched as

4169 Equations among 1544 Variables



From this cancellation we obtain

The structure of R^4 terms is completely determined by
local supersymmetry



[R3F2] part is governed by two parameters



[R2(DF)2] part is governed by two parameters

Appropriately choosing two parameters, this part can be
consistent with the result obtained by string scattering
amplitudes



Vanishing theorem :

Tree and one-loop amplitudes only contribute to the
terms

Proof :

In 11 dim. there is only one superinvariant which contain
terms. These become tree level or one-loop terms in type
IIA by Kaluza-Klein reduction. No terms more than one-
loop.

11d 10d
Sum of KK non-zero modes

KK zero mode

Green, Vanhove



9. Summary9. Summary

Higher derivative corrections in Type II and M-theory
are considered via

• String scattering amplitude
• Local Supersymmetry

Finiteness of N=8 supergravity is reviewed



4. Perturbative and Non-perturbative Terms via Duality

Let us reexamine 1-loop amplitude for 4 gravitons in the low
energy limit

This expression contains the integral of loop momentum, and it
is implicitly included in

In order to lift this to 11 dimensions, the sum of KK momentum
should appear.

• 11 dim. 1-loop amplitude on a circle Green, Gutperle, Vanhove

Russo, Tseytlin



Momentum along 9th dimension should be discretized.

• 11 dim. 1-loop amplitude on a torus

10 dimensional type IIB is realized if

is a non-holomorphic Eisenstein series

D-instanton


